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Definitions
Vulnerability: identifies a software flaw

Shellcode: code to execute a shell on the 
target system 

may occur via a socket connection

Payload: binary data wrapping up shellcode

used to control target machine

Exploit: uses vulnerability to deliver payload 
and so cause application to display 
unintended or unanticipated behaviour
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Process Memory Layout

Text RO+X Program code

Data RW Global initialized variables

BSS RW Global non-initialized variables

Heap RW Dynamically allocated memory

...

Stack RW Function call frames

Env RW Environment variables

low mem

high mem
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Main Process Registers

EIP - holds address of next instruction to be 
executed

ESP - pointer to current top of stack

EBP - pointer to start of function’s local 
environment

EAX - holds result of a function call
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Stack Frame Initialization
void manage_client(int s, char *saddr) {
 804899a:	 55                   	push   %ebp
 804899b:	 89 e5                	mov    %esp,%ebp
 804899d:	 81 ec 38 02 00 00    	sub    $0x238,%esp
  int processed;
  char buf[512], date[12];
  char *version = "v2009.03.14";
 80489a3:	 c7 45 f4 fe 8e 04 08 	movl   $0x8048efe,-0xc(%ebp)
  char *datecmd = "/bin/date +\"%d %b %Y\"";
 80489aa:	 c7 45 f8 0a 8f 04 08 	movl   $0x8048f0a,-0x8(%ebp)

...

Frame Initialization

Save old frame start

Create space for new frame

Save &version into frame

Save &datecmd into frame

low mem

high mem

EBP 4 bytes
ESP

ESP

ESP

EBP, ESPEBP

0xc0x8
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Since version and datecmd are initialized string pointers, they will be found in the Data area 
of process memory. This area of memory is not randomized when ASLR is enabled on the OS!



Function Prologue
...
    if(getline(s, buf) < 0) {
 80489e1:	 8d 85 f0 fd ff ff    	lea    -0x210(%ebp),%eax
 80489e7:	 89 44 24 04          	mov    %eax,0x4(%esp)
 80489eb:	 8b 45 08             	mov    0x8(%ebp),%eax
 80489ee:	 89 04 24             	mov    %eax,(%esp)
 80489f1:	 e8 ef fe ff ff       	call   80488e5 <getline>
...

Save function arguments

Save &buf

Save s

Save return address (ie. EIP)

EIP

s

&buf

4 bytes

4 bytes

4 bytes

ESP

0x4

low mem

high mem

ESP

EBP 4 bytes
EBP
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Function Prologue
int getline(int fd, char *str) {
 80488e5:	 55                   	push   %ebp
 80488e6:	 89 e5                	mov    %esp,%ebp
 80488e8:	 83 ec 28             	sub    $0x28,%esp
  int offset, end;
  str[0] = 0;
 80488eb:	 8b 45 0c             	mov    0xc(%ebp),%eax
 80488ee:	 c6 00 00             	movb   $0x0,(%eax)
...

EIP

s

&buf

4 bytes

4 bytes

4 bytes

ESP

low mem

high mem EBP 4 bytes
EBP

EBP 4 bytes
ESPEBP, ESP

ESP

EBP

0x28

0x0c

0x0
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EBP

Stack Frame Layout

EIP
s or fd

&buf or &str

4 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes

low mem

high mem

date[]
buf[]

processed
&version

&datecmd
EBP
EIP

12 bytes
512 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes

end
offset
EBP

4 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes

ESP

getline

manage_client

Controllable value!

getline for-loop
writes to str+offset
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Stack Layout: Details
ARGC
ARGV
ENVP

runtime data
ARG pointer array
ENV pointer array

ELF interpreter info
Padding

ARG strings
ENV strings
EXE name
4 null bytes

ESP

low mem

high mem
0xbfffffff
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The highlighted/red areas of the stack may vary in size as we change environments in which 
to apply our buffer overflow. This can significantly alter the return address we need to use 
when overwriting the EIP register.



NOP Sledges
Notice that stack starts after the storage area 
for environment variables, arguments and 
padding

If the environment area alters size, our 
(precisely calculated) return address will be 
incorrect!!

By padding our exploit payload with NOP 
instructions, we can add some resilience to 
such stack variations

the larger the sledge the better!
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Other Strategies

Locate a jmp esp instruction

jump to a register that points to your shell 
code

Keep trying the exploit!!

For local exploits, return into an argument or 
environment string
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Address Space Layout 
Randomization

ASLR randomizes start address for:

library code (ie. shared libraries) and stack

This makes it harder to determine a value to 
overwrite the EIP register with

Chose a value present in a fixed area of 
process memory

eg. use a shared library jump instruction to 
target the shellcode
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Most linux OSes and Vista apply ASLR as standard. I’m unsure if Windows XP has ASLR 
installed as standard.



ASLR Randomization

Most ASLR randomization keeps the lower 
12 bits and top 4 bits of an address fixed

ie. 16 bits (32 bit systems) or 48 bits (64 bit 
systems) are randomized

Attacker can partly overwrite EIP (eg. bottom 
8 bits) so that smaller jumps are made

may need to chain such jumps!
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Local ASLR Attacks

ASLR is only applied when a process is 
launched

So for servers, any service that has a buffer 
overflow vulnerability can be exploited by a 
local user

assuming local user can determine (eg.) 
stack start address of in-memory server 
process
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Setting NX Bit

Disallow the execution of CPU instructions 
pulled from the stack!

Forces the attacker to jump into known code 
sequences

favors larger code base sizes

eg. can jump into stdlib and spawn a 
system shell 
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Can extend this to enforcing the NX bit to be set on all process memory pages that are 
writable.



Stack Canaries
As part of function prologue and epilogue, 
add random string (the canary) to stack frame

If random string is not correct on functions 
return, canary is dead and a buffer overflow 
occurred

Canaries defined at process load time

so if attacker can read process executable, 
then local exploits are possible

Canaries protect frames across function calls
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Other Strategies

Can even go as far as reordering stack frame 
to mitigate risk of local overwrites of data 
areas within a frame

done as standard on Gentoo, Redhat and 
Ubuntu via stack protector
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